Abstract. Dual pivot quicksort refers to variants of classical quicksort where in the partitioning step two pivots are used to split the input into three segments. This can be done in different ways, giving rise to different algorithms. Recently, a dual pivot algorithm due to Yaroslavskiy received much attention, because it replaced the well-engineered quicksort algorithm in Oracle's Java 7 runtime library. Nebel and Wild (ESA 2012) analyzed this algorithm and showed that on average it uses 1.9n ln n + O(n) comparisons to sort an input of size n, beating standard quicksort, which uses 2n ln n + O(n) comparisons. We introduce a model that captures all dual pivot algorithms, give a unified analysis, and identify new dual pivot algorithms that minimize the average number of key comparisons among all possible algorithms up to lower order or linear terms. This minimum is 1.8n ln n + O(n).
Introduction
is a thoroughly analyzed classical sorting algorithm, described in standard textbooks such as [2, 5, 9] and with implementations in practically all algorithm libraries. Following the divide-and-conquer paradigm, on an input consisting of n elements quicksort uses a pivot element to partition its input elements into two parts, those smaller than the pivot and those larger than the pivot, and then uses recursion to sort these parts. It is well known that if the input consists of n elements with distinct keys in random order and the pivot is picked by just choosing an element then on average quicksort uses 2n ln n + O(n) comparisons. In 2009, Yaroslavskiy announced 1 that he had found an improved quicksort implementation, the claim being backed by experiments. After extensive empirical studies, in 2009 Yaroslavskiy's algorithm became the new standard quicksort algorithm in Oracle's Java 7 runtime library. This algorithm employs two pivots to split the elements. If two pivots p and q with p < q are used, the partitioning For a full version containing all proofs, a discussion of swap strategies, more experiments, and pseudocode of the algorithms, see [1] . 1 An archived version of the relevant discussion in a Java newsgroup can be found at http://permalink.gmane.org/gmane.comp.java.openjdk.core-libs.devel/2628. Also see [10] .
Fig. 1.
Result of the partition step in dual pivot quicksort schemes using two pivots p, q with p ≤ q. All elements ≤ p are moved to the left of p; all elements ≥ q are moved to the right of q. All other elements lie between p and q.
step partitions the remaining n − 2 elements into 3 parts: those smaller than p (small elements), those in between p and q (medium elements), and those larger than q (large elements), see Fig. 1 .
2 Recursion is then applied to the three parts. As remarked in [10] , it came as a surprise that two pivots should help, since in his thesis [6] Sedgewick had proposed and analyzed a dual pivot approach that was inferior to classical quicksort. Later, Hennequin in his thesis [3] studied the general approach of using k ≥ 1 pivot elements. According to [10] , he found only slight improvements that would not compensate for the more involved partitioning procedure. (See [10] for a short discussion.)
In [10], Nebel and Wild formulated and analyzed a simplified version of Yaroslavskiy's algorithm. They showed that it makes 1.9n ln n + O(n) key comparisons on average, in contrast to the 2n ln n + O(n) of standard quicksort and the 32 15 n ln n + O(n) of Sedgewick's dual pivot algorithm. On the other hand, they showed that the number of swap operations in Yaroslavskiy's algorithm is 0.6n ln n + O(n) on average, which is much higher than the 0.33n ln n + O(n) swap operations in classical quicksort. In this paper, also following tradition, we concentrate on the comparison count as cost measure and on asymptotic results.
The authors of [10] state that the reason for Yaroslavskiy's algorithm being superior were that his "partitioning method is able to take advantage of certain asymmetries in the outcomes of key comparisons". They also state that "[Sedgewick's dual pivot method] fails to utilize them, even though being based on the same abstract algorithmic idea". So the abstract algorithmic idea of using two pivots can lead to different algorithms with different behavior. In this paper we describe the design space from which all these algorithms originate. We fully explain which simple property makes some dual pivot algorithms perform better and some perform worse w.r.t. the average comparison count and identify optimal members (up to lower order or linear terms) of this design space. The best ones use 1.8n ln n + O(n) comparisons on average-even less than Yaroslavskiy's method.
The first observation is that everything depends on the cost, i.e., the comparison count, of the partitioning step. This is not new at all. Actually, in Hennequin's thesis [3] the connection between partitioning cost and overall cost for quicksort variants with more than one pivot is analyzed in detail. The result relevant for us is that if two pivots are used and the (average) partitioning cost for n elements can be bounded by a · n + O(1), for a constant a, then the average cost for sorting n elements is
